
1 Corinthians 15:12-35 - Remembering Resurrection
We begin with two illustrations: about a train journey and a plane
journey…
What if Christians forget where they are going? What if Christians
think more about this life than the next?
People were treating the resurrection as though it was
o____________ and u______________ (v12).
But without the resurrection, we have no hope.
And actually, most people act as though there is something after
death (v29).

So, after Easter, what do we need to keep remembering?

We will rise (v20-23)
Jesus is described as the “firstfruits” of the resurrection
- he is just the beginning!
Like a slinky going down some stairs…
Once is starts, the rest inevitably follows!

- It was true with ______ and ________
- It is true with _______ and ________

When we face death, we will really need to hold on to
this truth! That Jesus rose and so we will too!

It means that death becomes like _____________ .

So we must not live as though this life is all there is.
In v19 Paul says that if that were the case, Christians
would need to be pitied more than anyone.
- Do we live in a way that simply wouldn’t make sense
without eternal life?
(Like the point from our prayer series…)

Paul proclaimed Jesus to a hostile city (that’s what he
means by “fighting wild beasts in Ephesus” see Acts
19 for the story. Will we contend like that - because we
know that we will rise with Jesus?

God will reign (v24-28)
Jesus is risen - and that means he is active!
What is he doing? He is bringing in his kingdom bit by
bit, defeating every evil power that stand against him.
• Individuals going from being his enemy to his

friend
• Lives changed to reflect the justice and mercy of

God
• Even death itself has been dealt a killer blow by

the resurrection.
The story of the Lines of Torres Vedras in Portugal…

The victory of the resurrection is the start of a chain of
events that will see Jesus bringing a whole universe
under his control to the Father so that a new creation
can begin where God is “all in all” - everything to
everyone!
Like stepping onto an escalator - you know you will be
taken to the end. The resurrection has started us on
the way to the finish Jesus will bring about.

So we should stop sinning (v34) - that’s like trying to
walk in the opposite direction to the escalator! Instead
we should get in line with what Jesus is doing by
following him in our lives.
And we should look for good people to imitate along
the way - watch who you watch! (v33)

How would you summarise the
message in a sentence?

What thing struck, challenged or
encouraged you the most?

What is your prayer given what
we’ve heard?

For Pathfinder discussion after the service:
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